
 

Walkthrough – ver. 1.13 
This walkthrough is organized the same as the game. You’ll find the hints of what to do in 
each step of each storyline, in the sequence the steps are played. 

You can always replay a step by clicking the replay icon  on the corresponding box. 
 
Used abbreviations: 
HS: Hotspot (shining point somewhere in the image) 
OP: Option (texted button) 
 
 
Text highlighted in bold orange indicates extra content or your attention. 
 

  



Chapter 1 
  Jenny annual physical examination 

 Narration 
Characters: Jenny  Location: Doctor Studio 

While Jenny is reading the magazine and thinking “…and I had sucked him 
while he drove me to his parents' house to meet them for the first time…” 
HS “...daydream...” (on Jenny’s lips) => Jenny’s daydream her travel to 
Jim’s parents 
 
When Narrator says "Jenny notices a smug look in receptionist's eyes which confuses her 
even more…": 
OP: "Ok, we can proceed with Dr. Jameson."  => Continues step 
 "I prefer to wait for Dr. Brannon."   => Ends step prematurely 
 
When Dr. Jameson thinks “…and plus Jenny's innocence and beauty is hitting more!” 
HS “…be professional!” => Ends step prematurely 
 
When Dr. Jameson says "Aren't you uncomfortable with that?": 
OP: "Why not?"  => Continues step 
 "It's not the case! "  => Ends step prematurely 
 
When Dr. Jameson thinks "What should I do…???": 
OP: "I cannot resist…"  => Continues step 
 "I must wait Selena tonight!"  => Ends step prematurely 
 

  Jim at work 

 Narration 
Characters: Jim  Location: Jim's Company 

Jim meets Claire in his office 
HS: Jim's dick 
HS: Claire's right tit 
 

  



Chapter 2 
  Back home with the bus 

 Narration 
Characters: Jenny  Location: Doctor Studio 

HS: Black girl face (Stare at his face…) 
HS: Between guy crotch and girl ass (He's pressing hard) 
HS: Between guy crotch and girl ass (She's pressing…) 
HS: Guy face (He winks at Jenny) 
 
While Jenny is day dreaming... 
HS: Girl's tits (Stare at those tits!) 
HS: Jenny's pussy (Dripping pussy) 
HS: Jenny's face (Desire in her face) 
HS: Guy's face (He says…) 
HS: Girl's look (Her look) 
HS: Guy's tight (His tight) 
OP: Lick It various times 
OP: Let him cum 
 

  Jenny's first photoshoot 

 Narration 
Characters: Jenny  Location: Jessica's Studio 

HS: On the right couch (…or it's better to focus on the photoshoot) 
HS: Kennedy body (Stare at pose) 
HS: Kennedy body (Stare at pose) 
HS: Jenny's body (Let her turn around) 
HS: Jenny's figure on mirror (Let her pose) 
HS: Jenny's body (Turn around) 
HS: Jenny's body (Closeup!) 
HS: Jenny's body (Closeup!) 
HS: Jenny's body (Closeup!) 
HS: Jenny's body (Closeup!) 
HS: Jenny's body (Closeup!) 
HS: Jenny's body (Closeup!) 
 
In Extra Content 
HS: Dildo on the stool (A dildo????) -> Needed for most extra content later! 
HS: Jenny's body (Closeup!) 
HS: Jenny's body (Closeup!) 
HS: Jenny's hand (Closeup!) 
HS: Jessica's face (What to do…) -> you'll lose masturbation 



HS: Jenny's hand (Look better…) -> better choice 
OP: Continue various times 
OP: Let her cum 
HS: Jenny's face (See her face) 
 
 

  Claire opens up with Jim 

 Narration 
Characters: Jim, Claire Location: Jim's Company 

During the triple dialogue between Jim and Jenny on one side, Claire on the other. 
Based on the options you select there are different outcomes in this and next step.  
(ADVICE: Save at the start so you play both paths) 
 
OP:  Oh God, that is incredible!!     -> Care about Jenny 
 I'm already fantasizing on it!   -> Care about Claire 
OP: The second one!!!                -> Care about Jenny 
 The first one!!!                 -> Care about Claire 
OP: I'll do it!!!                    -> Care about Jenny 
 As you command!!!                -> Care about Claire 
 
If Care about Claire: 
HS: Claire's leg (Caress her leg) -> do not or all will finish here 
HS: Claire's left foot (Look at her feet) -> Right choice 
 
Be careful to sequence 
HS: Claire's Face (Stare at…) 
HS: Claire's right tit (Hope she opens…) 
HS: Claire's left tit (Something exposing…) 
HS: Claire's Ass (Stare at her ass) 
 
HS: Claire's pussy (Rubbing) -> Start Claire's rubbing her pussy 
OP: Continue various times 
OP: Stop 
 
HS: Jim's cock (Fapping) -> Start Jim's fapping 
OP: Continue various times 
OP: Stop 
 
HS: Claire's right foot (Take her foot) -> if not you lose some CGs 
HS: Claire's left foot (Take the other foot) 
HS: Claire's left foot (Close up feet) 
OP: Continue various times 
OP: Cum (enjoy cumming) 
  



 Jim and Jenny realize something new in their 

sex lifes 

 Narration 
Characters: Jenny, Jim Location: Jenny/Jim House 

(NOTE: if you replay this step you’ll keep “Care about Jenny or Claire” condition from the 
last time you played previous step.) 
 
If Care about Jenny: 
HS: Jenny's mouth (Kiss) 
HS: Jenny's mouth (Kiss) 
HS: Jenny's hip (Turn around) -> you'll lose one CG 
HS: Jenny's tits (Show your tits) -> Best choice 
HS: Jenny's hip (Turn around) 
HS: Jenny's belly (Turn Left) -> you'll lose one CG 
HS: Jenny's ass (Turn Right) -> Best choice 
HS: Jenny's ass (Turn again) 
HS: Jenny's hand (See what she does) 
 
Be careful to sequence 
HS: Jenny's ass (What an ass…) 
HS: Jim's cock (Sucking…) 
 
HS: Jim's cock (Sucking…) 
HS: Jenny's face (Look her face) 
OP: Fuck various times 
OP: Stop 
 

  Jessica presents photoshoot to Randolph 

 Narration 
Characters: Jessica  Location: Randolph's Company 

HS: on Jessica's pussy (closeup!) 
 

  



Chapter 3 
  Jenny moves to Jim's office for a surprise 

 Narration 
Characters: Jenny  Location: Jenny/Jim House 

The final sex actions between Jenny and the Taxi driver depends on the choices; game 
exposes Jenny's Lust; if it’s high enough Jenny will be fucked otherwise she’ll only give a 
blowjob to the taxi driver. 
 
Jenny and the Taxi Driver 
HS: under Jenny left leg (Look better) 
 => (+1 to Jenny’s Lust) 
HS: top center of image (Adjust rearview) 
 => (+1 to Jenny’s Lust) 
HS: on Taxi driver mouth (rush it baby!) 
 => (-1 to Jenny’s Lust) 
HS: on Jenny's mouth (calm down) 
 => (-2 to Jenny’s Lust) 
HS: on Jenny's left hand (gain it!) 
 => (+1 to Jenny’s Lust) 
HS: on Taxi driver right eye (Insist looking) 
 => (+1 to Jenny’s Lust) 
HS: on Jenny's panties (...and panties?) 
 => (+2 to Jenny’s Lust) 
HS: on Jenny's left leg (nice legs!) 
HS: just under Taxi driver cock (Look better) 
 
Just after the sucking sequence: 
IF Jenny’s Lust is less than 3 
 => Scene ends with taxi driver cumming on Jenny's face 
otherwise 
 => Scene ends with Jenny fucked by taxi driver 
 HS: just under Jenny's ass (Look closer) 
 HS: just under Jenny's ass (Look closer) 
 HS: just under Taxi driver cock (Look closer) 
 HS: between faces (eyes locked) 
 
 

  Three is better than two? 

 Narration 
Characters: Jenny, Jim, Claire Location: Jim's Company 

HS: near Claire's right hand (more details) 



HS: near Claire's ass (a better look...) 
HS: near Claire's ass (another peek) 
HS: near Claire's ass (what an ass) 
HS: near Jenny's ass (what an ass) 
 
You can choose which one is first 
HS: near Claire's ass (Claire shakes) 
HS: near Jenny's ass (Jenny shakes) 
 
HS: on Claire's ass (look that ass) 
HS: under Jenny's head (Double BJ) 
 
HS: on Claire's pussy (fuck Claire) 
HS: on Jenny's pussy (fuck Jenny) 
HS: on Claire's tit (Once more Claire) 
HS: on Jim's nose (Perfect view) 
 
 

 
Jim and Claire meet their big customer 

Winthorpe 

Narration 
Characters: Jim, Claire Location: Winthorpe’s Office 

HS: right of Claire's head (Notice new hairstyle) 
 => (+1 to Jim cares about Claire) 
HS: on Claire's hips (Compliment outfit) 
HS: on Claire's mouth (Show agreement) 
 
OP: Jim goes to see 
 => (+1 to Jim cares about Claire) 
OP: Jim let Claire do it 
 
HS: bottom right of desk (Look at Claire) 
HS: near Jim (from Jim pov) 
HS: Bottom left corner of image (change view) 
HS: on Claire's right shoulder (dominate him) 
 
IF Jim cares about Claire is less than 2 
 => Scene continues with Claire sucking Jim dominating Winthorpe 
 HS: under Winthorpe's clock (Show more) 
otherwise 
 => Scene continues with Claire DP by Jim and Winthorpe 
 HS: on Claire's neck (look at Claire) 
 HS: on Claire's shoulder (what does she say?) 
 HS: on Claire's head (...pure lust) 
 HS: on Claire's arm (suck it baby...) 



 HS: on Claire's leg (first cock) 
 HS: on Winthorpe's hips (filled up) 
 
 

  A soft awakening for Jenny and Jim 

 Swinging, Cheating or Hotwife? 
Characters: Jenny, Jim Location: Jenny/Jim House 

From this point there are three different paths that you can choose from based on decisions 
in different moments. The game presents the current status of the Cheating, Hot Wife and 
Swinging path’s prevalence. 
(NOTE: to restart over and play correctly every path you need to replay the step sequence 
starting from this step) 
 
In bed in the morning, after Jenny asks: "Do you want to hear the rest?" 
OP: "Yes" => +1 Hotwife Path 
 "Tell me more" => +1 Swinging Path 
 "Seriously you did that?" => +1 Cheating Path 
This choice will open Gym/Shower scene 
 
 

  



Chapter 4 
  Training, stretching... and fun 

 Swinging, Cheating or Hotwife? 
Characters: Jenny, Claire, Julia Location: Gym 

In front of the mirror after Narrator says "Time to show off a bit!": 
HS: on Claire (you'll lose one CG) 
HS: on Jenny 
 
When it’s Jenny's turn in competition 
HS: "Sexy Julia" on Julia => Small path: Claire wins 
HS: "Concentrate!" on Jenny's belly => Small path: Jenny wins 
 
During the shower, when Claire moves her hand on Jenny's hip 
HS: "take her hand" on Claire's hand => don't do it to avoid premature end of step 
 
 
 

  Selena to the rescue 

 Narration 
Characters: Selena  Location: Winthorpe's Office 

Only some hotspots to see more details CGs. 
 

 A preparation encounter for the upcoming 

events 

 Swinging, Cheating or Hotwife? 
Characters: Jenny, Jim, Jessica Location: Cafe 

When Jessica is proposing the photoshoot. She asks Jim "What do you think, Jim?" 
OP: "He shouldn’t be there" => +1 Cheating Path 
 "That’s a great idea" => +1 Hotwife Path 
 "I trust Jenny" => +1 Swinging Path 
 
Jim speaking about the dinner party. He asks "Jenny, will you come with me?" 
OP: "Sure Honey!" => +1 Swinging Path 
 "I’m not sure…" 
 
After Jessica says "How appropriate is that?" and Jenny looks under the table 
OP: "If you put it that way!" => +1 Hotwife Path 



 "mmmhhh…" => +1 Cheating Path 
 "If you put it that way!"  
 
 

 All about buying a new dress for the dinner 

party 

 Swinging, Cheating or Hotwife? 
Characters: Jenny, Jim, Albert Location: Boutique 

The outcome of this step depends on the current prevalent path. 
(hotspots will let you see details CGs) 
 
No path chosen (or each path has equal importance to others)  
 => Jim arrives at boutique; Jenny finishes the tests with Gianni. 
Hotwife Path: Jenny gets fucked by Gianni and Albert. Jim is sucked by Marta. 
Cheating Path: Jenny sucks Gianni while Marta sucks Albert 
Swinging Path: All together in the changing room; Jim fucks Marta while Gianni 
               and Albert fuck Jenny. 
 
In change room, while Jenny leans saying "I’m so wet.": 
HS: "stare at pussy" => OK 
 "nice feet" => you'll lose one CG 
 

  



Chapter 5 
  Jenny wishes a good day to Jim 

 Narration 
Characters: Jenny, Jim Location: Jenny/Jim House 

When Jenny asks Jim: "Did you prefer?" 
OP: "...watching?"  => +1 Hotwife Path 
 "...sharing?" => +1 Swinging Path 
 "...not knowing?" => +1 Cheating Path 
 
 

  A new coworker for Jim 

 Swinging, Cheating or Hotwife? 
Characters: Jim, Albert, Bridgette Location: Jim's Company 

When Jim says "And secondly I think Bridgette should understand that one can be deeply 
in love with one person and still need to…" 
OP: "...have sex with other people."  => +1 Swinging Path 
 "…be interested in other people." => +1 Hotwife Path 
 
When Narrator says "Now she parts her legs to show Jim the color of her knickers. She is 
teasing Jim to get back at Albert." 
HS "Look better" => obtain a close-up of Bridgette's legs 
 
When Jim says "...and I wouldn’t be surprised if…" 
OP: "...you bail out now."  => nothing 
 "…you look for others."  => +1 Cheating Path 
 
When Narrator says "Bridgette is rubbing the tip of her pen over her nipple and breasts." 
HS "Look better" => obtain a close-up of Bridgette's tit 
 
 

  A new coworker for Claire 

 Swinging, Cheating or Hotwife? 
Characters: Claire, Bridgette, Jim Location: Jim's Company 

When Claire says "Do you prefer the view now?" 
OP: " ooh yes I do..."  => +1 Hotwife Path 
 "...Shiiit!...cover them. "  => nothing 
 
What happens after the lesbo scene depends on the path chosen. 



Hotwife Path: Jim jerks while spying on Claire/Bridgette lesbian action 
Cheating Path: Jim has his first anal with Bridgette 
Swinging Path: threesome with Jim, Claire and Bridgette 
 

  Jenny's second photoshoot 

 Swinging, Cheating or Hotwife? 
Characters: Jenny, Jessica, Jim, Randolph Location: Jessica's Studio 

When Jessica explains the sequence of the photoshoot, keep track of the combinations: 
• With the blue set you'll use the hat and white chair. 
• With the red one you'll use the black and red chair. 
• With the last one, the white, you'll let yourself go with the stepladder. 

 
When Jessica asks "So, with what do we start?" 
HS: "chair with hat" => you'll get all the details on each pose of Jenny 
 
When Jessica asks "Like before, choose what to use in this shoot." 
HS: "red chair" => you'll get all the details on each pose of Jenny 
 
When Jessica asks "Like before, choose what to use in this shoot." 
HS: "stepladder" => you'll get all the details on each pose of Jenny 
 
After Jessica starts to lick Jenny: 
HS: "look better" => obtain two close-ups of licking action 
 
When Jenny is on the floor and Jessica behind her: 
HS: "closeup!" => obtain two close-ups of licking action 
 
When Jenny and Jessica are double BJing Randolph: 
HS on Jessica's ass => obtain three close-ups of the action 
HS on Jenny's ass => obtain two close-ups of the action 
HS on Randolph's cock => obtain one close-ups of the action 
 
What happens after depends on path chosen. 
Hotwife Path: Jim jerks while spying on the threesome 
Cheating Path: Randolph fucks Jenny and Jessica 
Swinging Path: foursome with Jim, Jenny, Jessica and Randolph 
 
When Randolph fucks Jenny from behind and Jessica licks from below: 
HS on Jessica's head => obtain two close-ups of the action 
HS on Jessica's tit => nothing 
 
When the foursome begins: 
HS on Jessica's head: obtain five close-ups of the action 

  



Chapter 6 
  Jim and Jenny talking before dinner party 

 Narration 
Characters: Jenny, Jim Location: Jenny/Jim House 

Just follow the dialogues. 
 
 

  Winthorpe and Juliette prepare dinner party 

 Narration 
Characters: Winthorpe, Juliette Location: Winthorpe's Office 

This step contains the opportunity to open “My prey” storyline. Storyline opens if your 
options give at least two points to storyline. 
 
When Juliette says “…and I found Jim's wife on it!!!”: 
HS  “what a juicy pride!!”  => +1 to “My prey” 
HS  “look at that ass!!!”  => nothing 
 
When Winthorpe says “Oh… you learned how to please your boss, didn't you?”: 
HS  “...cannot stop to look at Jenny!”  => +1 to “My prey” 
HS  “She's very tempting...”  => nothing 
 
 
 

  Driving to the dinner party 

 Narration 
Characters: Jim, Jenny, Claire, Jessica Location: Claire's House 

This step contains the opportunities to open “The Challenge” and “Only the three of us” 
storylines.  
 
When Jessica says “Jim, what are you thinking?”: 
OP:  “Are you kidding me?”  => nothing 
 “Intriguing point of view!”  => Opens “The Challenge” storyline 
 
After Jessica says “Oh, Claire, do you have any problem with this?”: 
OP:  “Simply put: immoral!”  => nothing 
 “…ehm, Jen…. nothing!”  => Opens “Only the three of us” storyline 
 
 



 

  The dinner party 

 Narration 
Characters: Jim, Jenny, Claire, Jessica, Winthorpe, Juliette 

 Location: Winthorpe's House 

Claire’s lust level is exposed; if it increases enough, she will get banged by Winthorpe. 
 
When Claire says “Winthorpe, can I propose we move to the living room…[omissis]”: 
HS  “...I want to see more than that!!”  => +1 to Claire’s lust 
 
When Winthorpe says “Oh my god!! These two beauties are competing!!!”: 
HS  “...Claire seems more available”  => +1 to Claire’s lust 
 
IF Claire’s lust is less than two, the step ends prematurely. 
Otherwise the step continues. 
 
After Narrator says “Few seconds and Juliette has her legs spread while Claire's tongue 
softly licks her pussy…”: 
HS  “...let me see all!”  => all details CGs 
HS  “...lick it!”  => partial details CGs 
 
After Narrator says “…and that big dick fills Juliette mouth…”: 
HS  “...let me see all!”  => all details CGs 
HS  “...suck it hard!”  => partial details CGs 
 
After Claire says “…and enjoy this big dick…”: 
HS  “...let me see all!”  => all details CGs 
HS  “...double BJ!”  => partial details CGs 
 
After Winthorpe says “…well done Juliette… you deserve some treatment you too!!!!”: 
HS  “...let me see all!”  => all details CGs 
HS  “...lick her pussy!”  => partial details CGs 
 
After Narrator says “In no time Winthorpe is behind Juliette, filling her up….”: 
HS  “...let me see all!”  => all details CGs 
HS  “...fuck hard!”  => partial details CGs 
 
After Narrator says “...swift moves and Winthorpe is fucking hard Claire!”: 
HS  “...let me see all!”  => all details CGs 
HS  “...fuck hard!”  => partial details CGs 
  



  Jim and Jenny talking after dinner party 

 Narration 
Characters: Jenny, Jim Location: Jenny/Jim House 

This step contains the opportunity to open “Confused” storyline. Storylines opens if your 
options give at least two points to storyline. 
 
After Jim says “…and the more story went on, the more she pressed and moved her 
foot.”: 
OP:  “Ah, the slutty girl…”  => nothing 
 “I’m confused...”  => +1 to “Confused” 
 
After Jenny says “What”: 
OP:  “She also???”  => nothing 
 “I’m confused...”  => +1 to “Confused” 
 
After Narrator says “Jenny pauses a bit, thinking back to the situation…”: 
OP:  “Did I really do that???”  => +1 to “Confused” 
 “I'm a real slut, eh eh”  => nothing 
 
 
 

  Juliette and Jenny meet in Winthorpe's 

office 

 My prey 
Characters: Jenny, Juliette Location: Winthorpe's Office 

Jenny’s and Juliette’s lust level are shown; your choices on options will determine the 
increase/decrease of each lust level. The step outcome will be determined by the lust level 
of the two girls: 
Jenny’s lust is more than Juliette’s one => Jenny gets fucked by the Taxi Driver 
Jenny’s lust is less than Juliette’s one => Juliette gets fucked by the Taxi Driver 
Jenny’s and Juliette’s lust are equal => Threesome 
Jenny’s and Juliette’s lust are low => Step ends prematurely 
 
When Juliette fills the form, she asks Jenny some questions: 
1st: Do you agree all the photographic material produced will be property of Winthorpe's 
company? 
OP: YES => +1 Juliette’s Lust 
 NO => +1 Jenny’s Lust 
2nd: Do you agree to wear dresses proposed by Winthorpe himself? 
OP: YES => +2 Juliette’s Lust 
 NO => +2 Jenny’s Lust 
3rd: Do you have any complaints if Winthorpe attends photoshoot sessions? 



OP: Not at all => +1 Jenny’s Lust, +2 Juliette’s Lust 
 Only with Jim there => +2 Jenny’s Lust, +1 Juliette’s Lust 
4th: Do you agree on having other model, male or female, on the set? 
OP: Only Male => +2 Jenny’s Lust, +1 Juliette’s Lust 
 Only Female => +1 Jenny’s Lust, +2 Juliette’s Lust 
 Not at all => +3 Jenny’s Lust, +3 Juliette’s Lust 
Last: Any problems with nudity during the photoshoot? 
OP: Never => nothing 
 No => +1 Jenny’s Lust, +1 Juliette’s Lust 
 
Just after form filling, Jenny presses Juliette about the footjob on Jim. 
When Juliette says “Jenny… I don't know…”: 
OP: what to say => +1 Jenny’s Lust 
 what to do => +1 Juliette’s Lust 
When Jenny says “But I need to know…”: 
OP: I'll lie => +1 Juliette’s Lust 
 I'll say the truth => +2 Jenny’s Lust, +1 Juliette’s Lust 
When Jenny says “Why did you do it?”: 
OP: Winthorpe asked me => +1 Jenny’s Lust, +1 Juliette’s Lust 
 I wanted to => +2 Juliette’s Lust 
When Jenny says “So why did he ask you this?”: 
OP: He wants info on Jim => +2 Jenny’s Lust, +1 Juliette’s Lust 
 It's not as you think => +2 Jenny’s Lust 
When Jenny says “And I want to know why Winthorpe wants info on Jim!”: 
OP: He wants to control him => +2 Jenny’s Lust, +2 Juliette’s Lust 
 I'll never say!  => +1 Juliette’s Lust 
 
When the delivery guy (aka the taxi driver) arrives the step will follow different paths as 
described above. 
 
 

  Claire realizes her polyamory for Jim and 

Jenny: picnic 

 Only the three of us 
Characters: Claire, Jim, Jenny Location: Claire's House 

Jenny’s and Juliette’s score during the game with Jim are shown; your (aka Jim’s) choices 
on game points to the girls will determine the increase/decrease of each one’s score. The 
step outcome will be determined by the score of the two girls: 
Jenny’s score is more than Claire’s one => Jenny gets fucked by Jim; Claire looks. 
Jenny’s score is less than Claire’s one => Claire gets fucked by Jim; Jenny looks. 
Jenny’s and Claire’s score are equal => Threesome 
 
After Narrator says “Jenny plays her first round.”: 
Hotspots to have details on Jenny’s position 
OP: 1 => +1 Jenny’s score 



 2 => +2 Jenny’s score 
 3 => +3 Jenny’s score 
 
After Narrator says “Claire goes further…”: 
Hotspots to have details on Claire’s position 
OP: 1 => +1 Claire’s score 
 2 => +2 Claire’s score 
 3 => +3 Claire’s score 
 
After Narrator says “While Jim tries to focus, Jenny proceeds with her second round…”: 
Hotspots to have details on Jenny’s position 
OP: 1 => +1 Jenny’s score 
 2 => +2 Jenny’s score 
 3 => +3 Jenny’s score 
 
After Narrator says “Claire is getting more lascivious…”: 
Hotspots to have details on Claire’s position 
OP: 1 => +1 Claire’s score 
 2 => +2 Claire’s score 
 3 => +3 Claire’s score 
 
After Jenny says “Here we go!”: 
Hotspots to have details on Jenny’s position 
OP: 1 => +1 Jenny’s score 
 2 => +2 Jenny’s score 
 3 => +3 Jenny’s score 
 
After Claire says “You cannot beat this…”: 
Hotspots to have details on Claire’s position 
OP: 1 => +1 Claire’s score 
 2 => +2 Claire’s score 
 3 => +3 Claire’s score 
 
After Claire says “Yeah, but first tell us. Who won?”, the step will follow a different path 
based on current girl’s scores comparison as described above. 
 
 

  Jim and Juliette meet at the bar 

 The Challenge 
Characters: Jim,Juliette Location: Cafe 

Juliette’s Lust level is shown; your choices options will set the increase of the lust level, 
determining the outcome of the step. 
 
After Juliette says “Yes. Could it be different?”: 
OP: It could. => +1 Juliette’s Lust 
 Not at all! => nothing 



 
After Juliette says “I hope so, Jim. Tonight I'm putting my future in your hands…”: 
OP: …strong hands! => nothing  
 …firm hands! => +1 Juliette’s Lust 
 
After Juliette says “I'm astounded by how much you already know about me!”: 
OP: Thanks => nothing  
 Just being inclusive! => +1 Juliette’s Lust 
 
After Juliette says “I feel so good with you, Jim.”, IF Juliette’s Lust is greater 
than two and you have set the Extra Code, step continues with Jim and Juliette 
fucking in the toilet. 
 
After Juliette starts to suck Jim saying “mmmhhhmm…”: 
HS “Look better” => see more details CGs 
 
After Juliette says “yeah… fuck me…”: 
HS “Look better” => see more details CGs 
 

  



Chapter 7 
 

  Jenny asks help to Gianni and Marta to solve 

her doubts 

 Confused 
Characters: Jenny Location: Boutique 

This step contains the opening of “She’s my virgin” storyline. 
Jenny's Confusion state is shown; it starts at maximum value. The outcome of the step is 
determined by your choices that can reduce Jenny’s confusion. 
 
At the end of the telephone call with Jessica, while waiting in the substation, the “She’s 
my virgin” storyline opens. 
 
In the substation… 
 
After Jenny thinks “Look at you Jenny… some compliments and you're already flirting…”: 
OP: Miss, any problem? => nothing  
 Miss, did I say something wrong? => -1 Jenny's Confusion 
 
After Jenny says “Not at all, thanks. You were gentle enough. No problem at all… just lost 
in my thoughts…”: 
OP: Can I help you? => -1 Jenny's Confusion  
 Relax baby, I'm here! => nothing 
 
After Jenny says “Yeah, but sorry…”: 
OP: Sorry what?     => nothing  
 My pleasure. Bye => -1 Jenny's Confusion 
 
At the boutique with Gianni and Marta… 
 
After Jenny says “Oh, Gianni… I'm not in the mood for these kind of compliments…”: 
OP: I'm not in the mood... => nothing  
 …so charming! => -1 Jenny's Confusion 
 
After Jenny says “That's why I'm here. Help me…”: 
OP: …some distraction!    => nothing  
 Help me… => -1 Jenny's Confusion 
 
If Jenny’s Confusion level is low enough, she will accept to go to the spa with Gianni. 
  



  Claire alone thinks intensively to Jim and 

Jenny 

 Only the three of us 
Characters: Claire Location: Claire's House 

Claire’s lust level is shown. The outcome of the step is determined by your choices that 
can increase Claire’s lust. Note that there are three different outcomes of this step; you 
should replay it at least two times to get the most interesting ones. 
 
After Claire thinks “It can be so soft and hard at the same time…”: 
  => +1 Claire’s lust 
 
After Claire thinks “…those round tits…oh my!!”: 
  => +1 Claire’s lust 
 
After Claire thinks “oh my god…”: 
OP: …could you be here… => continue to play the step  
 …should I go there? => Ends prematurely the step 
 
After Claire thinks “…yeah hard like…”: 
OP: …his cock… => +3 Claire’s lust  
 …your nipples… => +1 Claire’s lust 
 
After Claire thinks “…as you would do when…”: 
OP: …hugging with Jim… => +3 Claire’s lust  
 …lasciviously alone… => +1 Claire’s lust 
 
After Claire thinks “…like when your finger is on…”: 
OP: …your nipple… => +1 Claire’s lust  
 …Jim's cock tip... => +3 Claire’s lust 
 
After Claire thinks “…the same as…”: 
OP: …palpating your tit… => +1 Claire’s lust  
 …feeling Jim's dick... => +3 Claire’s lust 
 
After Claire thinks “…as…”: 
OP: …on your clitoris… => +1 Claire’s lust  
 …Jim's cock on your pussy... => +3 Claire’s lust 
 
After Claire thinks “…gently like when…”: 
OP: …you masturbate… => +1 Claire’s lust  
 …Jim's cock enters you... => +3 Claire’s lust 
 
If Claire’s Lust is less or equal to 12 the step continues with Claire’s fantasy looking at 
imaginary Jenny masturbating while she masturbates herself; otherwise (Claire’s Lust more 



than 12) Claire’s fantasy brings in also an imaginary Jim who will fuck Jenny while Claire 
masturbates. 
 
 

  Jim and Claire need to win Juliette trust 

against Winthorpe 

 The Challenge 
Characters: Jim,Juliette,Claire Location: Jim's Company 

Juliette’s Opposition level to Jim’s and Claire’s proposal is shown; it starts at mid value. 
Your choices will decrease or increase her opposition. 
 
After Juliette thinks “It's not so encouraging to see how they're pinching each other…”: 
OP: lets see… => -1 Juliette’s Opposition  
 too much grudge => +1 Juliette’s Opposition 
 
After Juliette thinks “She's really upset…”: 
OP: …and she should! => +1 Juliette’s Opposition  
 …but she should listen... => -1 Juliette’s Opposition 
 
After Claire says “Imagine! He fled away in no time!”: 
OP: A real badass!!! => +1 Juliette’s Opposition  
 He resembles to someone... => -1 Juliette’s Opposition 
 
After Juliette thinks “…look, Jim is truly attentive to the problems of the ones who works 
with him…”: 
OP: …not like Winthorpe! => -1 Juliette’s Opposition  
 …or it's a way to touch that skin? => +1 Juliette’s Opposition 
 
After Juliette thinks “they're so tempting… but Winthorpe is still my boss…”: 
OP: …focus Juliette! => +1 Juliette’s Opposition  
 …but perhaps => -1 Juliette’s Opposition 
 
After Juliette thinks “Does she know anything about the footjob… or even about the cafe 
restroom…????”: 
OP: …and if so? => -1 Juliette’s Opposition  
 …a weakness? => +1 Juliette’s Opposition 
 
If Juliette’s Opposition level is more than 6 she will not trust Jim and Claire and will leave 
very upset. Otherwise she will accept the agreement with Jim and Claire, sealing it the 
best way! 
 
 



  Jessica and Jenny invited on Randolph's 

yacht 

 She’s my virgin 
Characters: Randolph,Jessica,Jenny Location: Randolph's Company 

This is a straight step. No choices. Just enjoy it. 
 
 

  Jessica reveals her love to Jenny, who runs 

away frightened 

 My Lesbian Model 
Characters: Jessica,Jenny Location: Park 

In order to fully view the step, you need the Extra Code. 
Extra content start when Jenny leaves Julia’s studio. 
This is a straight step. No choices. Just enjoy it. 
 

  



Chapter 8 
  Jim at his office, programming the worm. 

 Only the three of us 
Characters: Jim Location: Jim’s Office 

Jim’s lust level is shown. The outcome of the step is determined by your choices that can 
increase Jim’s lust; if the level isn’t high enough the step ends prematurely.  
 
After Claire thinks “Let me see if I can recover from this debacle…”: 
OP: Don't get me wrong! => nothing  
 ah ah, c'mon! => +1 Jim’s lust 
 
After Claire says “Don't you remember…”: 
OP: …in my office? => +1 Jim’s lust  
 …in the car at the park? => nothing 
 
After Claire says “So, when I saw the video I thought…”: 
OP: ...your cock is mine! => -1 Jim’s lust  
 ...I'm better than her! => +1 Jim’s lust 
 
If Jim’s lust is high enough, step continues with Claire showing her footjob skills. 
 
 

  Jenny and Winthorpe go to buy new dresses. 

 My prey 
Characters: Jenny, Winthorpe Location: Boutique 

Marta’s lust level is shown; your choices on options will determine the increase/decrease of 
this lust level. The step outcome will be determined by the lust level of Marta: 
Marta’s lust is high => both girls please Winthorpe 
Marta’s lust is low => Jenny leaves; Marta pleases Winthorpe 
 
After Marta says “(whispering) I cannot at all! I want his cock! I'm sure…”: 
OP: ...it's big and fat! => +1 Marta’s lust  
 ...it's bigger than Gianni's! => nothing 
 
After Jenny says “(whispering) Sure?”: 
OP: Should I stop? => nothing 
 Absolutely! => +1 Marta’s lust  
 
After Marta says “You can touch it… it's soft like…”: 
OP: …a rose => nothing 
 …a baby skin! => +1 Marta’s lust  



 
After Narrator says “While Winthorpe and Jenny touch the dress tissue, Marta pushes her 
leg between Winthorpe's ones”: 
OP: Wanna more? => +1 Marta’s lust  
 Do you like it? => nothing 
 
After Marta says “…as you can see…”: 
OP: …no folds! => nothing 
 …even with spread legs! => +1 Marta’s lust  
 
After Jenny says “Winthorpe… be a good boy…”: 
OP: …Jenny's right => nothing 
 Jenny, c'mon! => +1 Marta’s lust  
 
From this point two different possible outcomes of the step based on Marta’s lust level. 
 

  Jessica alone at her studio thinks to Jenny. 

 My Lesbian Model 
Characters: Jessica Location: Jessica's Studio 

This is a straight step. No choices. Just enjoy it. 
The important thing is that during this step you’ll open the last Storyline in the game. 
 
 

  Randolph brings Jim to the spa, asking for his 

help. 

 She’s my virgin 
Characters: Randolph,Jim Location: Spa 

This is a straight step. No choices. Just enjoy it. 
 
 

  Bridgette is thoughful about her life with 

Albert. 

 A young couple 
Characters: Jenny,Bridgette Location: Jenny/Jim House 

Bridgette’s open-minded level is shown. The outcome of the step is determined by your 
choices that can decrease/increase Bridgette’s open-minded level; if the level isn’t low 
enough the step ends prematurely. The level starts at a medium level. 
 



After Jenny says “Sure, Bridgette, stay with us some more.”: 
 
After Jenny says “Do you see, Jim? We're a naughty couple! That's it!”: 
OP: …I didn't mean this => +2 Bridgette’s open-minded level 
 …you can bet on that! => -1 Bridgette’s open-minded level 
 
After Jim says “Can I add my two cents?”: 
OP: …surely! => +2 Bridgette’s open-minded level 
 …nothing could change my mind! => -1 Bridgette’s open-minded level 
 
After Jim says “Everything?”: 
OP: …I know your intentions! => -1 Bridgette’s open-minded level 
 ...lascivious Jim, aren't you! => +2 Bridgette’s open-minded level 
 
After Jim says “So, take courage and tell Jenny what you were doing when I entered 
Claire's office…”: 
OP: …this is too much! => -1 Bridgette’s open-minded level 
 …should I! => +2 Bridgette’s open-minded level 
 
After Narrator says “Suddenly Bridgette recovers and turns towards Jenny…”: 
 If Bridgette’s open-minded level is high => step ends prematurely 
 If Bridgette’s open-minded level is low => step continues till end 
 

  



Chapter 9 
  Jenny goes for a clarifying walk in the park 

 Confused 
Characters: Jenny Location: Park 

Jenny's Lust level is shown. The outcome of the step is determined by your choices that 
can decrease/increase Jenny's Lust level. 
 
After Jenny says “…here we go again…”: 
OP: Yes, please… => +1 Jenny's Lust level 
 No, please leave me alone. => nothing 
 
After Jenny says “Oh…”: 
OP: …already so charming! => +1 Jenny's Lust level 
 …refrain please! => -1 Jenny's Lust level 
 
After Jenny says “Should I think…”: 
OP: ...you're stalking me! => -1 Jenny's Lust level 
 …lucky day for you! => +1 Jenny's Lust level 
 
After Jenny says “…it feels like cheating…  should I?”: 
OP: …think to Jim! => -1 Jenny's Lust level 
 …let him continue... => +1 Jenny's Lust level 
 
After Harry says “Why did you start modelling?”: 
OP: My best friend asked me. => -1 Jenny's Lust level 
 I was curious. => +1 Jenny's Lust level 
 
After Harry says “You are a very beautiful woman. How do you react to this statement?”: 
OP: I let others judge. => -1 Jenny's Lust level 
 Yes, I know! => +1 Jenny's Lust level 
 
After Jenny says “What is he doing?”: 
OP: Accept touch. => +1 Jenny's Lust level 
 Remove foot. => -1 Jenny's Lust level 
 
After Harry says “This is a beautiful and peaceful place. Your dress is fantastic. What are 
you looking for?”: 
OP: Distractions. => +1 Jenny's Lust level 
 Private moments => -1 Jenny's Lust level 
 
After Harry says “Am I correct to say that that day in the Metro you were looking for 
someone's help?”: 
OP: Exact! => +1 Jenny's Lust level 
 No at all! => -1 Jenny's Lust level 



 
After Jenny says “And now… why does he move?”: 
OP: Look at his crotch => +1 Jenny's Lust level 
 Wait for him => -1 Jenny's Lust level 
 
After Jenny says “If I tell the truth I might miss an opportunity with this very interesting 
man…on the other hand, I feel bad about Jim.”: 
OP: No. => +1 Jenny's Lust level 
 Yes, with Jim, my love! => -1 Jenny's Lust level 
 
From this point two different possible outcomes of the step based on Jenny's lust level. 
 
 

  Software presentation at Winthorpe's office 

 The Challenge 
Characters: Claire,Bridgette,Winthorpe Location: Winthorpe's Office 

Winthorpe's rudeness level is shown. The outcome of the step is determined by your 
choices that can decrease/increase Winthorpe's rudeness level; if the level isn’t high 
enough the step ends prematurely. 
 
After Winthorpe says “A pleasure to meet…”: 
OP: this Nubian goddess! => +1 Winthorpe's rudeness level 
 your new colleague. => nothing 
 
After Winthorpe says “…oh no my dear… I'll stay here with you… I won’t miss the 
opportunity to…”: 
OP: observe your magic! => nothing 
 press myself on you! => +1 Winthorpe's rudeness level  
 
After Winthorpe says “ah I see… now I understand… a beautiful girl and skilled in 
programming too…”: 
OP: a surprise! => nothing 
 wasted assets! => +1 Winthorpe's rudeness level  
 
After Winthorpe says “Calm down Claire… if I remember well, here…”: 
OP: I'm the boss! => +1 Winthorpe's rudeness level 
 I decide! => nothing 
 
After Winthorpe says “…but I think you should…”: 
OP: show me more... => +1 Winthorpe's rudeness level 
 go deeper. => nothing 
 
After Winthorpe says “…try to scroll down…”: 
OP: the code... => nothing 
 let me see more => +1 Winthorpe's rudeness level  
 



After Winthorpe says “Let me…”: 
OP: stop her! => nothing 
 play with her! => +1 Winthorpe's rudeness level  
 
After Winthorpe says “Bridgette! Don't interrupt me… Claire needs to be…”: 
OP: Told off! => +1 Winthorpe's rudeness level 
 Helped! => nothing 
 
From this point two different possible outcomes of the step based on Winthorpe's rudeness 
level. 
 
 

  Jessica organizes the photoshoot at the 

school 

 My Lesbian Model 
Characters: Jessica,Jim,Jenny,Claire,Bridgette Location: Jessica's Studio 

This is a straight step. No choices. Just enjoy it. 
 
 

  Jim and Albert meet for a male only evening. 

 A young couple 
Characters: Jim,Albert Location: Jenny/Jim House 

This is a straight step. No choices. Just enjoy it. 
In order to fully view the step, you need the Extra Code. After Albert fucks the 
pole dancer a scene with Jim and Jenny at home will be available. 
 
 

  Usual training at the gym for Jenny and 

Claire. 

 Only the three of us 
Characters: Claire,Jenny Location: Gym 

Claire's Lust and Jenny's Lust levels are shown. The outcome of the step is determined by 
your choices that can increase/decrease both levels; various possible outcomes based on 
the levels and part of the step. 
 
In the changing room: 
 



After Claire says “You're so evasive when you want to, aren't you?” her Lust level increases 
automatically by 1. 
 
After Jenny says “let me…”: 
OP: ...massage your feet. => +1 Claire's Lust level => Massages foot 
 ...feel your tits => +3 Claire's Lust level => Massages tit 
 
After Jenny says “Obviously! Time to…”: 
OP: …lick your nipples. => +3 Claire's Lust level => Licks tit 
 …suck your toes. => +1 Claire's Lust level => Sucks toe 
 
After Jenny says “Look at you… your pussy is dripping wet… I'll…”: 
OP: …rub it. => +3 Claire's Lust level => Rubs pussy 
 …lick down your legs. => +1 Claire's Lust level => Licks leg 
 
If Claire's Lust level is high, she cums but her Lust Level decreases by 5; otherwise she 
remains excited fort the rest of the step. 
 
In the gym: 
 
After Jenny says “Yes him! He seems so…”: 
OP: …alone!! => +2 Jenny's Lust level 
 …wimp! => nothing 
 
After Claire says “You know what I mean…”: 
OP: …little slut!!! => -1 Jenny's Lust level 
 …honey! => +2 Jenny's Lust level 
 
After Jenny says “Come with me… lets see if that old timer still has some energy left for 
my…”: 
OP: …company!! => +1 Jenny's Lust level 
 …fun! => +3 Jenny's Lust level 
 
After Claire says “Jenny, you cannot…”: 
OP: …provoke him!!! => -2 Jenny's Lust level 
 …do that! => +2 Jenny's Lust level 
 
After Claire says “…but Jenny I didn't ask that kind of…”: 
OP: …attention! => -2 Jenny's Lust level 
 …help! => +2 Jenny's Lust level 
 
After Jenny says “I apologise for my friend, sometimes she is so…”: 
OP: …thoughtless!!! => +2 Jenny's Lust level 
 …forward! => -2 Jenny's Lust level 
 
After Jenny says “…uf uf... the reason is…”: 
OP: …competition!! => +1 Jenny's Lust level 
 …fun for all! => +3 Jenny's Lust level 
 



At this point there are three possible outcomes: 
 If Jenny's Lust level is very low => the girls leave the old geezer alone 
 If Claire's Lust level is low => Claire leaves; Jenny fucks old geezer 
 If Claire's and Jenny's Lust levels are medium => threesome with the old geezer 
  



Chapter 10 
  Jim wants to experience something new 

with Jenny's help 

 Confused 
Characters: Jenny,Jim Location: Jenny/Jim House 

This is a straight step. No choices. Just enjoy it. 
 
 

  Jenny and Winthorpe at work on the 

marketing campaign. 

 My prey 
Characters: Jenny, Winthorpe Location: Winthorpe's Office 

Jenny's Goal level is shown. Jenny wants to obtain the infos from Winthorpe and to do that 
needs to answer correctly to Winthorpe’s questions. Three possible outcomes. 
 
After Jenny says “Sorry, Winnie. Was thinking about…”: 
OP: …the campaign! => +1 Jenny's Goal level 
 …doesn't matter! => nothing 
 
After Jenny says “…the theme of which will obviously be…”: 
OP: …a sexy me! => nothing 
 …me programming! => +1 Jenny's Goal level 
 
After Jenny says “…analyzing the target behaviors so we know which is the best way 
to…”: 
OP: …reach them! => +3 Jenny's Goal level 
 …please them! => nothing 
 
After Jenny says “…ehm…”: 
OP: Internet! => +3 Jenny's Goal level 
 Mobiles! => +1 Jenny's Goal level 
 TV! => nothing 
 
After Jenny says “Jim doesn't have the hardware for it. Do you think to use…”: 
OP: …the cloud? => nothing 
 your servers? => +1 Jenny's Goal level 
 
After Jenny says “Wait. Don't you think this will expose them to…”: 
OP: …security concerns? => +3 Jenny's Goal level 



 …bandwidth problems? => +1 Jenny's Goal level 
 
After Jenny says “Jim, Claire and Bridgette will need to…”: 
OP: …reach the servers. => +3 Jenny's Goal level 
 …debug the website. => +1 Jenny's Goal level 
 
After Jenny says “No I don't…”: 
OP: …think it's possible. => +1 Jenny's Goal level 
 …trust you. => +3 Jenny's Goal level 
 
At this point there are two possible outcomes: 
 If Jenny's Goal level is less than 7 
 => Juliette appears. Jenny takes the opportunity to leave. Winthorpe 

fucks brutally Juliette. 
 If Jenny's Goal level is greater or equal to 7 
 => Winthorpe reveals to Jenny the existence of a backdoor. Jenny 

makes him cum and then she leaves. 
 
When Jenny leaves, she reached Jim who’s waiting for her in the car.  
If Jenny's Goal level is greater than 13, Jenny and Jim fuck in a side street. 
 
 
 

  Jenny is more and more intrigued by 

Jessica's lesbian call. 

 My Lesbian Model 
Characters: Jessica,Jenny,Julia Location: Spa 

This is a straight step. No choices. Just enjoy it. 
 
 
 

  Jenny needs some help about anal sex. 

 She’s my virgin 
Characters: Jessica,Jenny Location: Jessica's Studio 

Jessica's Lust and Jenny's Lust levels are shown. The outcome of the step is determined by 
your choices that can increase/decrease both levels; various possible outcomes based on 
the levels and part of the step. 
 
After Jessica says “Ohhhh… this is getting…”: 
OP: ...hot!! => +1 Jessica's Lust level, +1 Jenny's Lust level 
 ...bad! => nothing 
 



After Jenny says “How could it be? You…”: 
OP: ...are lesbian!! => -1 Jessica's Lust level 
 ...didn't tell me! => -1 Jenny's Lust level 
 
After Jenny says “…I can imagine Jessica…”: 
OP: …with another woman… => -1 Jenny's Lust level 
 …ass spread... => +1 Jenny's Lust level 
 
After Jenny says “…ehm… for example… is it really…”: 
OP: …safe? => -1 Jessica's Lust level 
 …enjoyable => +1 Jessica's Lust level, +1 Jenny's Lust level 
 
After Jenny says “I did come! But I think it was for…”: 
OP: …the situation! => +1 Jenny's Lust level 
 …his soft tongue! => +1 Jessica's Lust level 
 
After Jenny says “I can't imagine how it could…”: 
OP: …feel! => +3 Jenny's Lust level 
 …work! => nothing 
 
After Jessica says “Handling this object makes me…”: 
OP: …remember... => +1 Jessica's Lust level 
 …want it! => +3 Jessica's Lust level 
 
At this point there are two possible outcomes: 
 If Jenny's Lust level is less than Jessica’s one 
 => Jessica shows how to use the buttplug and cums in front of Jenny 
 If Jenny's Lust level is greater than Jessica’s one 
 => Jessica helps Jenny to use the buttplug 
 
 
 

  Albert spends some value time with 

Bridgette. 

 A young couple 
Characters:Albert,Bridgette Location: Boutique 

This is a straight step. No choices. Just enjoy it. 
 
 

  



Chapter 11 
  Jenny needs to know if Jim thinks of her 

being like a whore 

 Confused 
Characters: Jenny Location: Jim's Company 

Just follow the dialogue. At the end Jenny makes the decision. 
 
After Jenny says “…I made my decision…”: 
OP: 3 for all! => Threesome path: Jenny, Jim and Bridgette 

have a threesome in front of the gentleman. 
 2 is enough! => Jenny played with all but nothing happens 
 2 minus 1 = 3! => Voyeur path: Jenny and Bridgette have sex in 

front of the gentleman. 
 
 

  Jenny and Jim talk about Randolph request. 

 She’s my virgin 
Characters: Jim,Jenny Location: Jenny/Jim House 

This is a straight step. No choices. Just enjoy it. 
 
 

  Winthorpe applies his strong methods with 

Jenny. 

 My prey 
Characters: Jenny,Winthorpe,Juliette Location: Spa 

This is a straight step. No choices. Just enjoy it. 
 
 

  Jim and Claire steal info from Winthorpe's 

servers. 

 The Challenge 
Characters: Jim,Claire Location: Jim's Company 



After the meeting with Winthorpe, Jim takes a visit to Juliette. After Juliette says 
“Oh, Jim, I love how you take care of me!” there’s a sex scene between Jim and 
Juliette. 
 

  Jim and Jenny make the invites to the special 

weekend. 

 Narration 
Characters: Jim,Jenny Location: Jenny/Jim House 

This is a straight step. No choices. Just enjoy it. 
 

  



Chapter 12 
This chapter marks the starting point of the different paths for the six endings; the advice 
is to save the game at this point to be able to test all the possible endings. 
You’ll see the progress towards each Ending in the top shown variables; for brevity in the 
prosecution of the walkthrough the variables will be Ex where x is the number of the 
Ending (i.e. E1 is the variable related to Ending 1). 
 

 Albert and Bridgette enjoy their first 

afternoon at the beach. 

 A young couple 
Characters: Albert,Bridgette Location: Resort - Beach 

Just follow the dialogue. At the end Albert takes two decisions. 
 
After Albert says “I…”: 
OP: …want more! => E3 + 2  
 …sure did! => nothing 
 
After Albert says “Damn... There's so many hot chicks out there... I will…”: 
OP: …back off! => nothing 
 …find a way! => E3 + 1 
 
 

 First night of weekend with a pleasant 

nighout. 

 Only the three of us 
Characters: Claire,Jim,Jenny Location: Resort - Hotel 

Decisions open various playable paths as long as influencing future Endings. 
 
After Jim says “Look at her! Claire is perfectly suitted with our open sexual lifestyle...”: 
OP: Yeah, perfect!! => E4 +  
 Perhaps => Nothing 
 
After Jenny says “Should I kiss…”: 
OP: Claire => E4 + 2  
   Claire is involved again in Jenny’s and Jim’s 

life; more chances for Ending 4 
 Jim => E5 + 1 
   Jenny chooses to not involve Claire; more 

chances for Ending 5 



 
In case Jenny chooses Claire: 
After Claire says “I want…”: 
OP: ...it again => E4 + 4  
 ...you alone now => E1 + 1 
   Claire decision increases Jenny’s will for a 

lesbian life (Ending 1) 
     
In case Jenny chooses Jim: 
After Jenny says “Did you enjoy last night?”: 
OP: …oh yes => E4 + 1  
 …only 'cause of you! => E5 + 3 
 

 Final rush to Jenny's ass virginity. 

She’s my virgin 
Characters: Jenny,Jim,Randolph Location: Resort - Hotel 

Decisions open various playable paths as long as influencing future Endings. 
Be careful: you have only one chance for Ending 2 
 
After Jenny says “Alright gents, it's time to get serious about some ass fucking…”: 
OP: …Randie… => E3 + 1 
 …Jim… => E5 + 1 
 
After Jenny says “I'll make one of them cum down my throat”: 
OP: Randie… => E3 + 1 
 Jim… => E5 + 1 
 
After Jenny says “All right, guys… it's time for me to get fucked in the ass…”: 
OP: Randie… => E3 + 1 
 Jim… => E5 + 1 
 
If Jenny chooses Jim: 
After Jim says “Both you and he signed it, so…”: 
OP: ...get to fucking!! => E2 + 8  
   The only trigger available for Ending 2 
 …who cares! => E6 + 2 
   Randolph is so enraged that he will help 

Winthorpe against Jim or Ending 6 
If Jenny chooses Randolph: 
After Jim says “…wait…  …is this all right?”: 
OP: …no way!! => E6 + 2  
   Randolph is so enraged that he will help 

Winthorpe against Jim or Ending 6 
 …do nothing! => E3 + 4 
   Jim decision pushes him away from Jenny to 

Ending 3 



 

 No better place than a beach resort to 

organize s romantic encounter. 

 My Lesbian Model 
Characters: Jessica,Jenny Location: Resort - Beach 

Decisions open various playable paths as long as influencing future Endings. 
Be careful: you have only one chance for Ending 1 
 
After Jenny says “…Jess… you're driving…”: 
OP: …my love to the stars! => E1 + 3  
 …me crazy! => Nothing 
 
 
After Jessica says “Jenny, I can't tell you how…”: 
OP: ...my heart aches for you… => E1 + 3  
 …I enjoyed! => Nothing 
 
 
After Jenny says “My heart says YES…but…”: 
OP: Wake up Jim… => E5 + 1  
   You’ll lose opportunity for Ending 1 
 Go sleep with Jessica => E1 + 3 
   Randolph is so enraged that he will help 

Winthorpe against Jim or Ending 6 
 
If Jim is awaken: 
After Jessica says “Should I obey to him or…”: 
OP: Obey! => E5 + 2  
 Refuse! => E6 + 1 
 
If Jenny and Jessica go to sleep together: 
After Jim says “You angry?”: 
OP: …should I? => E5 + 2  
   Jessica attitude makes Jim think his open 

sexual relationship is good. No chances for 
Ending 1 

 Stop it! => E1 + 2 
   Jessica insists on her lesbian attitude for 

Ending 1. If E1 > 9 then Ending 1 will happen. 
 
 

  



Chapter 13 
 

 Albert and Bridgette have different 

approaches to the weekend at the resort. 

 A young couple 
Characters: Albert,Bridgette Location: Resort - Hotel 

Decisions open various playable paths as long as influencing future Endings. 
Be careful: you have only one chance for Ending 3 
  
After Albert says “Damn is she beautiful! Should I…”: 
OP: …stay here => Albert discovers the pleasures of Kennedy 
 …join Marta & Gianni => Albert enjoys Marta… Gianni enjoys Kennedy 
 
 
After Albert says “Fuck Bridgette… c'mon!!!”: 
OP: …get rid of her => E3 + 2 
 …work on her => nothing 
 
If E3 > 10 then the game path will lead to Ending 3. 
Otherwise enjoy the prosecution of the scene. 
 
 
 

 It's time for Winthorpe to attempt the real 

conquest of Jenny. 

 My prey 
Characters: Jenny,Winthorpe Location: Resort - Hotel 

This is an important interlude step for the final one of the Challenge where the last two 
possible Endings will be chosen. 
Be careful: you have only one chance for Ending 4 
There are 3 possible paths: 

1. Jenny dominates Winthorpe 
2. Jenny gets brutally dominated by Winthorpe 
3. Claire intervenes to help Jenny from Winthorpe brutality. 

 
After Jenny says “Maybe I was too hard on him…”: 
OP: Call Him => Jenny distracts Winthorpe who will lose the 

chance to hear Randolph advises. 
 Do nothing => E6 + 1 



   Winthorpe hears Randolph advises about 
Jim’s hostile actions. 

 
After Jenny says “…shit I really don't know…”: 
OP: Accept => Jenny dominates Winthorpe. 
 Refuse => Jenny is brutally dominated by Winthorpe or 

saved by Claire, opening for Ending 4. 
 
If Jenny accepts: 
After Jenny says “Oh, Winnie… don't forget...”: 
OP: ...your phonecall => E6 + 3 
   Jenny makes a fault, letting Winthorpe hear 

Randolphs’s advises. 
 ...oh nothing => nothing 
 
 
If Jenny refuses: 
After Narrator says “Claire has been standing in the hallway listening to this confrontation 
and is now faced with a decision…”: 
OP: Help Jenny => E4 + 4 
   Claire intervenes. If E4 > 10, then Ending 4 

will happen. 
 Run for help => E6 + 3 
 
 
 
 

 Each challenge reaches its climax sooner or 

later. Jim vs Winthorpe: who will win? 

 The Challenge 
Characters: Jenny,Jim,Juliette,Claire Location: Resort - Hotel 

First part will be different based on the outcome of the previous step; be sure to test all 
three possible paths in previous step. 
 

1. If Jenny dominates Winthorpe 
➢ Jenny enjoys the gained money with Jim 

2. Jenny gets brutally dominated by Winthorpe 
➢ Jenny is desperate after trying the terrible experience with Winthorpe 

3. Claire intervenes to help Jenny from Winthorpe brutality. 
➢ Claire arrives from Winthorpe’s room; the three enjoy a nice moment 

 
After Winthorpe arrives in the room, there are two possible paths, leading respectively to 
Ending 5 and Ending 6. 
 
For Ending 5 (IF E5 >= E6): 



Jim wins the challenge on Winthorpe thanks to all the papers and data collected. Let’s see 
what happens to Winthorpe. 
 
For Ending 6 (IF E5 < E6): 
Winthorpe is ready and prepared (also thanks to Randolph’s advises) and counterattack 
Jim’s challenge: Jim loses. Let’s see what happens to him. 
 
 
 

 All the stories come to an end ... and this one 

is no exception. 

 Confused 
Characters: Jenny,Jim Location: Resort - Hotel 

There are two different paths in this step, that are chosen based on the outcome of the 
challenge and corresponding to the two last Endings. 
 
Jim wins the Challenge: Ending 5 
Jim and Jenny walk lovely on the beach. 
 

From LazingOnTheHaze 
This is my most inspired love scene 

‘cause all in all 
LOVE IS THE REAL THEME OF THIS STORY! 

 
Jim loses the Challenge: Ending 6 
Winthorpe's wickedness has no limits! But it is in the most desperate moments that the 
breath of a deep love stands like a breeze among lovers. 
 


